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ANALYSIS
The question arises as to whether video-on-demand is
ahead of its time in South Africa. Do we demonstrate
the infrastructure to keep up with demand? Broadband
and internet service providers seek to deliver content
via mobile devices when the reality is they might not be
equipped to successfully support the volume of media
content demanded by the audience.

SURVEY
The 2014 ITWeb Cloud Computing Survey, in conjunction
with VMWare, set out to evaluate the level at which cloud
computing has been adopted and applied within South
African companies. Planning, design and execution are
important aspects in the success, stability, security and
reliability of a business. Business buy-in and management
understanding, supporting skills, available technology,
security, cost and bandwidth were all concerns for
companies considering cloud implementations.
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Analysis
By Bonnie Tubbs

VOD ahead of its time in SA
Local consumers have become hungrier than ever
for video-on-demand (VOD) services.
services. At the moment, we have Telkom,
Vodacom, DStv, etc. In Europe, there is
true convergence, where a consumer can
purchase a bundle for all the services they
want, from one provider.”

W

hile SA may have the technology,
it does not yet have the affordable,
ubiquitous infrastructure required to
satisfy it.
During the latter half of 2014, local
ICT players heeded the demand and
opportunity, with Times Media Group
and Altech debuting their respective
VOD products, and the likes of
Orange and Vodacom expressing their
desire to follow suit.
In November, Naspers-owned
MultiChoice announced its limited push
VOD offering, Catch Up, would soon be
amplified, thanks to its flagship decoder
the Explora having its internet pipe opened
up. However, the service requires that DStv
premium customers (the only group the
improved VOD offering is available to) link
their decoder to an existing internet router,
which will feed the large amounts of data
required to download movies.
In addition, as it stands, DStv customers
won’t really have the whole “watch what
you want, when you want” experience
VOD is famed for, because – to quote
MultiChoice – “broadband speeds are not
yet fast enough for instant downloads or
streaming”.
ICT expert Adrian Schofield says
DStv’s new offering amounts to hybrid
VOD, rather than being a truly online
service. “The additional content has to be
downloaded before it can be played back,
thanks to lousy broadband speeds in SA,
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[plus] the customer has to have an internet
connection with sufficient ‘cap’ to cover the
requested downloads – at a cost.”
African predicament
Peter Ostapiuk, vice-president of media
product management at Intelsat, says
broadband and internet service providers
are looking to deliver media content via
mobile devices and infrastructure in Africa.
However, the truth is that they are not yet
suited to handle and transport the sheer size
and volume of media content that is needed
by the population they are trying to serve,
he notes.
Eckart Zollner, business development
manager of the Jasco Group, says VOD is a
welcome service for some African countries,
like Namibia, which has invested heavily
in infrastructure that may still be underutilised. In SA, however, he notes VOD is a
slow-moving industry because of the lack
of last mile connections – although he says
these are being created “as we speak”, with
companies and communities introducing
dedicated fibre connectivity.
He says, though, what the local market
really wants, is one subscription that
offers internet, voice and video − all from
one provider, like they already have
elsewhere. “We don’t have convergence
yet. That will still happen and I think
partnerships and consolidation between
operators and content providers will be the
way forward when it comes to triple play

Mobile market
Vodacom, which recently started offering
streaming service Deezer, is looking
to extend its content offerings and is
pondering VOD – an ambition the company
says its fibre plans will make possible.
Vodacom CEO Shameel Joosub says the
operator will selectively play in this space,
where there is money to be made.
Zollner says the mobile device market
is one that will provide justifiable cause
to launch VOD services into southern
African markets. “According to Statistics
SA, there are approximately 10 million
TVs in SA – but, according to the African
mobile observatory report, there are
approximately 59 million cellphones
already in the market. It is predicted that
in two years’ time, approximately half the
number of these cellphones will have been
replaced by smartphones that can stream
video content.
“Furthermore, consider the number of
people that have purchased tablets or have
laptops that too can stream video content.
This will further drive the uptake of VOD in
SA and the rest of Africa.”
Over the last few years, telcos have
invested hugely in their networks.
Zollner says, noting that although a large
proportion has already been built, much
of it may be under-utilised – but, once last
mile connections are in place, VOD will
come. “Why else would you run fibre into
someone’s house? It’s for high-bandwidth
services like high-definition TV. That is
what people will pay for.”
Schofield says mobile operators are
between a rock and a hard place in the
whole VOD picture. “Their traditional
‘skills’ are the provision of the network and
the connection of the devices. They need
new skills if they are to manage the delivery
of content which they must purchase, store
and market. Convergence suggests they
have to go this route.”

Company News
Compiled by Clare Matthes

Business
Mabothe takes
on telco sector
for EMC
Edgar Mabothe has added
the telecommunications
sector to his public sector
portfolio of responsibility
at EMC Southern Africa.
Mabothe has been appointed
district manager: Public
Sector and Telco. “I’m
looking forward to the
challenge of managing
EMC’s activities in this very
important and active market
sector,” Mabothe says.
www.emc.com

StorTech
addresses
market
demand

Edgar Mabothe, EMC

Emcom names
executive
director

Joe Tucci, EMC

EMC reports
record thirdquarter
EMC has reported thirdquarter 2014 financial results,
including record third-quarter
consolidated revenue of $6
billion, an increase of nine
percent year on year. GAAP
net income attributable to
EMC was $587 million. GAAP
earnings per weighted average
diluted share was $0.28, up
four percent year on year.
Non-GAAP¹ net income
attributable to EMC was $903
million. Non-GAAP¹ earnings
per weighted average diluted
share was $0.44, up ten
percent year on year.
www.emc.com

Emcom Wireless is pleased to
announce the appointment
of Tony Sipho Sibanda to
the Emcom Wireless board.
Sibanda, who joined Emcom a
year ago, will fulfil the role of
executive director responsible
for business development.
“The (Emcom Wireless) board
is thrilled to embrace Tony’s
practical approach to true
customer empowerment,” says
George Spencer, MD and CEO
of Emcom Wireless, after the
appointment was announced
in Durban.
www.emcom.co.za

Tony Sipho Sibanda, Emcom

In response to market
demand, solutions and
systems integration
specialist StorTech has
re-launched its datacentre
as a fully-fledged softwaredefined datacentre (SDDC).
Kishore Natvarlal, managing
executive of StorTech's
datacentre, says innovation
in datacentres is being
driven by the market. "The
new IT agenda focuses on
reducing costs, increasing
the speed of new growth and
balancing risk," Natvarlal
says. "As the platform of
all the solutions we offer,
our SDDC is completely
virtualised and automated
through software. As a
result, we are able to lower
the cost of running IT and
offer a foundation for faster,
more agile IT.”
www.emc.com

No one
should do
business
intermittently

First CDCE
and TIA-942
success
Edward van Leent, the CEO
and chairperson of EPI,
flew to Johannesburg to
personally deliver the new
Certified TIA-942 Design
Consultant (CTDC) and
Certified TIA-942 Internal
Auditor (CTIA) courses that
were recently launched.
The courses are based on
the ANSI/TIA-942 Data
Centre Design Standard
and delegates were offered
the opportunity to learn
more about the actual TIA942 Standard. They were
also the first on the African
continent to obtain these
accreditations. Van Leent’s
direct involvement added
to the prestige of this event.
www.deesmith.co.za
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Company News

Business
EMC leads
Africa onto third
platform

BT to spark
business
creativity

The federated model that
defines the structure of EMC
will provide enterprises across
Africa with the capabilities
they require to embrace the
new IT agenda of mobile, cloud
computing and big data. This
is the view of Bernard Baker,
vice-president of EMC's Global
Executive Briefing Programme.
Baker says EMC Information
Infrastructure (II), Pivotal, RSA
and VMware form the EMC
Federation: strategically aligned
businesses, each focused and
free to execute individually or
together. The EMC Federation
was one of the primary sponsors
of MyWorld of Tomorrow, a
platform for interaction and
knowledge-sharing in the
technology innovation space
hosted by Business Connexion
at the Sandton Convention
Centre recently.
www.emc.com

BT recently announced a
new wave of innovative
products and services
designed to encourage
large organisations to
use technology more
creatively to deliver
stunning business
outcomes.
Six months into its
global `Art of Connecting’
campaign, BT brings
Luis Alvarez, BT
its newest offers and
propositions to a larger number of countries, further
extending the reach and depth of its services. BT also
launches new cloud capabilities specifically designed for large
enterprises and public sector organisations.
www.btplc.com

EOH’s Bohbot
takes top award
The title of master
entrepreneur at the EY
2014 Southern Africa World
Entrepreneur Award was
awarded to Asher Bohbot of
EOH. The Master Entrepreneur
category was sponsored
by South African Airways.
Bohbot will now join his
counterparts from West
and East Africa at the EY
World Entrepreneur of The
Year event in Monte Carlo,
where they will compete
against winners from 50
other countries for the global
title. Bohbot moved to South
Africa in 1980. With a BSc in
Industrial Engineering from
MAP, he spent many years
working in the engineering
industry with a focus on
manufacturing and logistics.
www.eoh.co.za
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Mitel introduces
new brand

DVT hosts Lean
Agile conference
The DVT Academy successfully
delivered the inaugural Lean
Agile SA 2014 conference
double-header in Cape Town
and Johannesburg recently.
The events were hosted
in collaboration with the
International Consortium
for Agile (ICAgile), one of the
key organisations responsible
for globally-recognised
Agile certifications and
accreditations, and Rally,
an international provider of
Agile consulting and software
solutions for helping companies
go Agile. www.dvt.co.za
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Mitel launched a new
corporate brand in October
which is the latest in a series
of strategic moves that have
transformed the company
into a worldwide leader in
business communications. In
the past 18 months, Mitel has
doubled in size, broadened
its market presence and
expanded its scope of offerings.
"Mitel has undergone a
massive transformation.
We have emerged as a truly
global industry leader in our
market," says Rich McBee,
president and CEO of Mitel.
"Our award-winning cloud
solutions offer Mitel customers
the best path to cloud
communications, and they have
given us the fastest-growing
cloud business in our sector.”
www.mitel.com

Sintrex solution for
SMEs

Joel Oosthuizen, DVT

Australian allaboutXpert opens
allaboutXpert South Africa recently announced the
establishment of allaboutXpert Australia under the leadership
of Adrian Tyler, a highly experienced project management
expert based in Brisbane. The new operation joins other
established Adcorp companies in Australia, namely Paxus
Australia and Labour Solutions Australia, demonstrating a
strong, enhanced value proposition to Australian customers.
“We are excited to establish our Australian operations; we
will partner with our sister organisations across all major
Australian cities, enabling us to deliver rapid national growth
and significant value to our customers,” said Tyler.
www.allaboutxpert.com

Sintrex has introduced a cloud
management solution designed
specifically with SMEs in mind.
Offering enterprise-level
management at an extremely
affordable price, this service is
ideal for companies requiring
an easy way to monitor their
IT infrastructures and perform
diagnostic tests or troubleshoot
problems, ensuring reliability.
"Enterprise management
systems can be extremely
expensive, and are often
charged for in dollars," says
Emile Biagio, sales director of
Sintrex.
“This has put them out of
reach of smaller companies
that nonetheless require this
type of solution, and even those
companies that may have the
budget to pay for the more
expensive systems, lack the
skilled resources necessary to
gain the full benefits offered.”
www.sintrex.com

Company News

Business
Spirit of Wipro hits
110 cities
Wipro organised the ninth
edition of the ‘Spirit of
Wipro Run', an annual global
initiative to celebrate the
true spirit of Wipro, with
thousands of employees, their
families, friends, customers,
analysts and suppliers running
together on the same day at
different locations across the
world. The central theme of
this year's event – For the Long
Run – underscores marathons
as a test of endurance,
dedication and commitment.
www.wipro.com

Gauteng BioPark
launched

Emcom
appoints CTO

The Innovation Hub
Management Company
(TIHMC), eGoliBIO Life
Sciences Incubator, Gauteng
Department of Agriculture
and Rural Development
(GDARD), Gauteng
Department of Economic
Development (GDED), and
the Gauteng Growth and
Development Agency, have
been collaborating on the
establishment of a Gauteng
Biosciences Park (BioPark).
In 2011, on the basis of a
feasibility study completed in
2009, the Provincial Cabinet
resolved that there was a need
for a business plan for the
establishment of the BioPark
at The Innovation Hub. The
business plan anticipated the
establishment of the BioPark at
The Innovation Hub precinct
in Pretoria East, Lynnwood,
a strategic location between
the CSIR and University
of Pretoria. This forms a
knowledge axis with other
science entities such as the
National Research Foundation
and the Department of Science
and Technology.
www.theinnovationhub.com

Emcom Wireless
announced the
appointment of Stefan
Skarabis as Chief
Technology Officer.
"We’re very pleased to
confirm the appointment of
Stefan Skarabis, a respected
industry professional, to
the Emcom team," says
George Spencer, MD,
Emcom Wireless. "Stefan's
enviable track record in the
Stefan Skarabis,
Skarabis Emcom
conceptualisation, design
and deployment of many large communications networks and
associated projects, coupled with his significant experience
unique to the mission-critical mobile radio communications
industry suits the Emcom roadmap perfectly," says Spencer.
www.emcom.co.za

Business
connectivity
that goes
the (last) mile

Striata eContact
improves service
An area of considerable expense
for the majority of consumerfacing companies is inbound
calls. "Companies can cut their
call centre costs dramatically
by converting costly customer
help desk calls to e-mailbased communications,"
says Brent Haumann, head of
Development at Striata.
www.striata.com

Wireless

Fibre

Satellite

Voice

Brent Haumann, Striata
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Company News

Business
Roan wins PRASA
tender
Roan Systems has won a tender
to maintain 770 Printronix T4M
printers nationwide with
the Passenger Rail Agency of
South Africa (PRASA). "An
organisation of this size and
nature has heavy-duty printing
needs," says Roan Systems'
Frikkie Koegelenberg. "To
win the tender, we adopted a
customer-centric approach
instead of a sales-driven one.
In order to do this, we had to
have a thorough understanding
of PRASA's needs and printing
requirements, so we could
offer a package customised to
meet those needs. "The T4M
maximises productivity and
offers flexibility to grow with
changing requirements, and
Roan Systems will ensure
they operate smoothly and
efficiently.” www.roan.co.za

Ricoh launches advertising campaign
Ricoh SA has launched its new advertising campaign based on rhino poaching and preservation,
and its ongoing corporate social responsibility programme. "We've been sponsoring rhino
relocation for anti-poaching reasons, as well as elephant research, at Veterinary Wildlife Services
in South Africa for many years already," says Esti Kilian, head of marketing services at Ricoh SA.
www.ricoh.co.za

RDB earns
Level 2 BEE
status

Lexmark to boost
sustainability
benefits

Local database consulting
business RDB Consulting is
pleased to announce it has
been awarded a Level 2 BEE
status. "RDB is committed
to South Africa's agenda of
transformation, the BroadBased Black Economic
Empowerment programme,"
says Jaroslav Cerny, CEO at
RDB. "BEE has an important
role in uplifting the country,
and bettering the lives of its
citizens." RDB is proud of its
BEE contribution and the
value being added not only to
its clients, but South Africa
as a whole. "BEE has always
been a priority for RDB," he
adds, and says the company is
committed to transformation
through the employee equity
and procurement strategies
that are integral to the
running of RDB.
www.rdbconsulting.co.za

Driven by Lexmark's
commitment to corporate
social responsibility and
guided by the principles of
zero waste and the circular
economy, Lexmark announced
a line of corporate cartridges
for the EMEA region. The new
line of cartridges for Lexmark's
A4 CS/CX colour and MS/
MX monochrome devices
Mark Hiller, Lexmark
utilise Unison toner and a
robust and durable design to deliver long-term reliability and
sustained print quality. www.lexmark.com
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The Professional Services Awards
The South African Professional Services Awards (SAPSA)
recently recognised various players within a variety of industries
for their excellence. KC Rottok, project manager at SAPSA, says
the rationale behind the awards ceremony was to bring all the
people who provide professional services together in order to
network, further explore best practices, as well as recognise
companies and individuals that have excelled within the
industry. Management Consulting Professional of the Year went
to Asher Bohbot, CEO of EOH. www.eoh.co.za

Why cloud asks
Ubuntu?
How can cloud help
organisations transform their IT
budget to release more funding
for innovation and growthoriented projects? The traditional
model of enterprise software
sales has changed. Typically,
the promise of an enterprise
software package value is
illustrated through brochures,
case studies, demonstrations,
and proofs of concept.
Unfortunately, ultimate value
recognition is only achieved
after the finalisation of the
sale. By the time organisations
are intimately aware of the
limitations or "quirks" in the
software, they are too far down
the road to change. With the
prevalence of cloud software,
organisations are able to
perform full-scale production
testing without a purchase and
without the need for large-scale
infrastructure deployments.
www.ubuntusa.co.za

Company News

Business
Oracle shines
spotlight on
innovation
Cloud, big data and mobile
are transforming the modern
business environment − as
well as presenting new
challenges and tremendous
opportunities. The 2014
Oracle Day Event Series posts
this question to business: `Are
you ready to take advantage?’
The events offer delegates the
opportunity to explore how
these technologies can change
their business, and learn from
Oracle experts how to take
control of their enterprise IT
future. "Oracle OpenWorld is
the industry's most important
conference, where the
brightest minds meet the
most innovative ideas," says
Tim Payne, VP of Marketing,
Oracle EMEA.
www.oracle.com

Plantronics gets
Cisco approved
Plantronics announced that
its call control features has
successfully achieved Cisco
compatibility certification and
will be embedded within Cisco
Jabber soft phone client. The
Internet of everything (IOE)
continues to bring together
people, processes, data and
things to enhance the relevancy
of network connections. As a
member of the Cisco Solution
Partner Program, Plantronics
is able to quickly create and
deploy solutions to enhance the
capabilities, performance and
management of the network
to capture value in the IOE.
“We are pleased to receive
another certification from
Cisco as it shows our continued
commitment to provide Jabber
users with a superior voice
experience," says Michael
Gjerstad, vice-president,
strategic alliances, Plantronics.
www.plantronics.com

Robor implements Decision Inc.
Local QlikView partner Decision Inc. has enabled Robor
to consolidate its reporting, and improve its analytical
capabilities to gain insight into key business areas across
its business units. "Data quality is something that many
companies take at face value until such time they need
to extract value out of it. Given the high speed at which
business operates today, the risk is such that one could lose
focus because there is no clear view on what is happening
inside the business. The Decision Inc. and Robor teams
collaborated effectively to address these issues and ensure
the implementation was a success," says Nick Bell, CEO of
Decision Inc.
www.decisioninc.co.za

Nick Bell, Decision Inc.

Stop comms from
posing a risk
Simon Johnston, strategist at
customer communications
management specialist Striata
says phishing e-mails continues
to rise, and it's no longer
primarily financial services and
utility brands that are being
used to target unsuspecting
consumers. "Branded loyalty
communications are being
exploited in an attempt to
solicit criminally valuable
personal information."
www.striata.com

Neil Petford, Pink Elephant

Education sector
seeks digital
maturation

Mendix, Pink
Elephant expand
partnership

Education is the most
progressive sector in
advancing from a state of
digital transformation to
digital maturity, according
to research by Coleman
Parkes, commissioned by
Ricoh Europe.
The findings reveal more
education leaders (80 percent)
see digital maturity as a key
priority than representatives
from other sectors. That
compares with 78 percent for
financial services, the same
in the public sector and 73
percent in healthcare.
www.ricoh.co.za

Mendix and Pink Elephant
announced an expanded
strategic partnership. Building
upon the existing Mendix
implementation services and
industry solutions developed
by its EMEA counterparts,
Pink Elephant South Africa
is expanding its operations
with a Mendix Center of
Excellence to better support
local and offshore application
development and delivery
requirements. “We're further
positioning to meet the
growing application delivery
demands in the region," says
Neil Petford, regional director
for Africa at Pink Elephant.
www.pinkelephant.co.za

Jacques van Wyk, Ricoh

Simon Johnston, Striata
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Business
Ergoform picks
Epicor

SA keen on
e-mail security

Epicor Software Corporation
recently announced that
Ergoform will deploy the
Epicor next-generation
enterprise resource
planning (ERP) solution to
manage its state-of-the-art
manufacturing operations. The
implementation will be carried
out by New Era Solutions,
member of the Epicor Inspired
Partner Network and an Epicor
value-added reseller for over
ten years. "Our world-class
product offering, combined
with business system
excellence, guarantees our
clients the latest designs,
product consistency and
excellent service," said Leon
Roodt, CEO of Ergoform.
“We also continuously strive
to make our manufacturing
processes greener. Our biggest
challenge is implementing
environmentally responsible
practices without increasing
costs." www.epicor.com

Managed IT security
vendor, Securicom,
continues to enjoy
impressive year-on-year
growth in the interest
and adoption of its e-mail
security and content
management service as
evolving e-mail-borne
security threats and the
increasing complexity of
Richard Broeke, Securicom
security technologies push
more South African companies to outsource e-mail security to
competent service providers. "More than half of them are SMEs,"
states Richard Broeke, national sales manager at Securicom.
www.securicom.co.za

HR Pulse takes
on People
Dynamics

Supporting financial data across
boundaries
Managing the financial data of 200 million customers spread
across over 100 countries can give any bank jitters, more so when
the regulatory compliances worldwide are getting tougher by the
day. It is this work of trust and faith of these millions of users in
the bank's systems and processes that made a Larsen & Toubro
Infotech (L&T Infotech) client, a large US bank, re-look its IT
systems for a stringent reporting process across operational,
credit, market and counterparty risks. With banking systems not
confined to a particular territory or laws, banks are looking at
transforming their financial systems in order to align better with
the regulatory requirements.
www.lntinfotech.com

People Dynamics, the official
journal of the Institute of
People Management (IPM), has
appointed HR Pulse, a division
of ITWeb, as its new publisher.
Says Rre Elijah Litheko, IPM
CEO: "Leading organisations
throughout the world have
come to realise that people
can truly be your greatest
investment and differentiator
in a fast-changing and supercompetitive business context."
Taking this changing role of
HR into account, IPM – the
oldest and largest institution
of HR practitioners in Africa –
has entrusted HR Pulse with
the task of giving its journal a
facelift and ensuring its content
is relevant to its members.
www.itweb.co.za
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The secret of
your success
The salesman sold the first
copier; the technician
sold the rest – this old
saying underscores the
value of the technician
in an organisation. "The
technician supports the
product and ensures it’s
delivered, installed and
integrated seamlessly
within the client's
infrastructure. If the
service and support
after product purchase
Paul Wendlandt, Kyocera
aren't any good, then
it’s unlikely the client will want to stay with the product,"
says Paul Wendlandt, CSSD manager at Kyocera Document
Solutions South Africa.
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.za

Epicor
announces
award winners
Epicor Software recently
announced the winners of the
2014 Epicor Global Channel
Partner Awards. Recipients
were selected by Epicor based
on exceptional performance in
customer growth, satisfaction,
overall dedication, total sales
and commitment to Epicor
solutions. "Epicor values the
unwavering commitment
of our global partners to
consistently deliver excellence
and quality to our customers
while producing strong
business results," said Joe
Cowan, president and CEO
of Epicor. "We're proud
to honour the 2014 award
recipients for their exceptional
work and we thank all of our
talented partners for their
dedication to Epicor solutions
and customer satisfaction.”
www.epicor.com

Arrow comes to
Africa
With technology skills in
demand across Africa, a
new deal entered into by
enterprise solutions provider
iEnter is putting world-class
training materials within
reach of companies across the
continent. As an IBM education
delivery and IBM sales partner
of Arrow ECS, which is an
IBM Global Training Provider,
iEnter offers all authorised
IBM systems and IBM software
training worldwide, teaching
the necessary skills for the
optimal deployment of IBM
solutions in the field of IT
infrastructure and software. By
signing a preferred partnership
with Arrow Learning Solutions
for its IBM coursework, iEnter
is taking steps to boost quality
training on technologies
popular throughout the region.
www.ienter.co.za

Company News

Business
2014 winners
AABLA
announced

Miguel Ruddy, Pluritone

Not just another app developer
Mobile apps are here to stay. This becomes more evident,
considering the number of smartphones sold is surpassing that
of personal computers. Some experts are even projecting the
mobile app market to be a $77-billion industry by 2017. While your
business is investigating options to go mobile, you should explore
the possibility of targeting as many smartphone users spread across
iPhones, Android and Windows phone devices.
www.pluritone.co.za

Logikal, IBM
boost EMM
Logikal Consulting and IBM
have joined forces to bring
IBM's leading enterprise
marketing management
(EMM) solution, Unica, to the
local market. Gerald Naidoo,
CEO of Logikal Consulting,
says today’s customers
know what they want. "They
are well-informed, they
interact through multiple
channels, relying on their
friends and peers as the
top source of information.
Marketing is evolving, and
marketing management tools
continue to be a strong area
of investment for companies
of all types and sizes.
However, many users are
still struggling to realise the
benefits.”
www.logikalconsulting.com

The victors of the southern
African round of Africa's
most prestigious business
awards, the CNBC Africa
All Africa Business Leaders
Awards (AABLA), presented
by Johnnie Walker Blue Label
(AABLA), were announced
at a glittering ceremony
in Johannesburg recently.
The AABLA recognise the
continent's most pioneering
business game-changers in
a variety of categories that
mirror the multifaceted
nature of the African business
landscape. In the category of
Southern African Business
Leader of the Year, CEO
of EOH Holdings Limited,
Asher Bohbot, was lauded
for his pioneering vision and
consistent drive to formulate
solutions-based business and
IT strategies across his myriad
endeavours.
www.eoh.co.za

The circle of life
The world has come full circle, says Sarel Naudé of
Ubuntu Technologies. We are back to a centralised
environment where every corporate resource and
asset can be managed, protected and distributed
centrally, where it can run efficiently and optimally,
and be available to any end-user device imaginable,
leveraging the latest advances in VMWare's virtualisation
technologies. “We need to size our hosting environments
extremely carefully. Guesstimates and industry
‘rules-of-thumb’ just won't do it accurately enough,”
says Naudé. “Time must be taken to perform proper,
scientific assessments of the environment intended for
virtualisation. If not, you will most surely end in failure.”
www.ubuntusa.co.za

Flipping
to Digital
Leadership
GARTNER
AFRICA
CIO
FORUM
2015
17-18
February
Valley
Lodge & Spa,
Magaliesberg,
Johannesburg

Company News
To read the FULL company releases, visit

www.itweb.co.za
Contact sales@itweb.co.za
for any sales enquiries.
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For agenda details and
on-line registration,
please visit :
www.gartner.co.za/forum2015
Tel: +27 (0)21 794 4569

ITWeb/VMware Cloud Computing Survey

What’s your
cloud strategy?
10
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ITWeb/VMware Cloud Computing Survey
By Suzanne Franco

Are companies
making use of
cloud computing
to solve business
challenges, while
allowing IT to
drive innovation
back into the
business?
Cost will influence which cloud you use
- Ian Jansen van Rensburg, senior
manager, systems engineering at VMware SA

R

ecently The ITWeb/VMware Cloud
Computing Survey, conducted online
among ITWeb readers, set out to assess
the level of maturity of cloud computing
adoption in South Africa.
Only 10% of the respondents are not
using or considering cloud, while 65%
said they have adopted cloud and a
further 26% are in an assessment stage.
One third use the private cloud model,
and another third the hybrid cloud,
while 16% use public cloud and 20% use
all three cloud options.
Ian Jansen van Rensburg, senior manager,
systems engineering at VMware Southern
Africa, comments: “As with any technology
within the IT industry, planning, design
and execution are critical for success,
stability, security and reliability of a
business. Building private or public cloud
environments is not any different.”
“Some organisations are bound by
legislation that dictates their data
cannot traverse country borders or even
company borders. Some companies
also like to be in direct control of their
business-critical applications and not
just access them via a Web portal. Every
environment is unique, which is where
the debate about ‘which’ cloud (public
or private) you use really comes into
play. Cost will influence this decision,”
he says. “A hybrid cloud option (a
combination of two or more clouds, for
example private and public) should be
investigated in order to be in a position
where organisations can choose the most
cost-effective cloud option for a specific
project or business challenge.”

The majority of respondents (70%) said
their organisation has already moved
e-mail to the cloud. Backup is the next
popular choice for cloud adoption, which
is followed by CRM at 41%, databases at
40% and office applications at 35%.
If business applications are hosted in
the cloud, it immediately reduces the
‘burden’ on the internal IT department,
notes Jansen van Rensburg. “Employees
should have easy, anytime access to core
business applications.”
Once applications are moved to the
cloud, focus within an IT department
can move to more innovative ideas and
projects, he adds.
“A cloud strategy all depends on the
type of application serving the business
(legacy systems or new modern cloud
apps). If it is a legacy system, business

operations will be moved separately in a
phased, well thought-out process – this
is not an overnight project.
This is what will most likely happen
in the back-end because, realistically,
does the user really care where the
application lives, as long as they can do
their work in the simplest, easiest way?
In my view, and what we have seen as
very popular, users should have single
Web portal to access any application
(cloud or internal legacy applications),”
says Jansen van Rensburg.

Sound cloud
When it comes to the main barriers to
rolling up parts of the business into
the cloud, respondents rated all of the
reasons as important: business buyin and management understanding,
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ITWeb/VMware Cloud Computing Survey
skills to support, available technology,
security, cost and bandwidth.
On the flip side, the primary business
case for using cloud has to do with
competitive advantage, mobility and
mobile device management, centralised
management, improved IT control and
visibility. These were closely followed by
agility, cost and scalability.
There were no surprises related to the
importance of mobility and Bring your
own decice (BYOD) strategy - more than
half of the respondents rated it to be
highly important and a further third as
fairly important. Only 3% said it was
not important.
“The majority of users these days
are mobile, and by default expect to
access their core business applications
via mobile devices. Always-on internet
access is a reality, but when dealing with
business-critical applications, security
and compliance is of utmost importance,”
comments Jansen van Rensburg.
It also emerged just over half of respondents are considering entering the cloud
through a partner, and 44% on their own.
“Whether to enter cloud through a
partner or alone is dependent on the size
of the business and complexity of the
applications supporting the business. If
there are big legacy systems that place
complexity and serious challenges on IT to
enter the cloud, partnering with a company
with the relevant experience is always
advisable. If you are a micro business, a
cloud partner could also be a very good
idea as they take over all your management
headaches,” Jansen van Rensburg says.

LOCAL PROVIDER
confidence

mobility & BYOD
strategy

how much confidence do you have
in local infrastructure as a service
(IaaS) service providers?

how important is mobility and a
BYOD strategy to your business?

Not
confident
at all

Very
confident

IS YOUR COMPANY ALREADY OPERATING IN THE CLOUD OR CONSIDERING MOVING
PARTS OF THE BUSINESS INTO THE CLOUD?
NO - not operating
or considering
8%

YES - already
operational
66%

Considering
26%

CLOUD MODELS

About the survey

1

The importance of cloud in IT and business
strategies.

2

Maturity of cloud and virtualisation projects.

3

Benefits of and barriers to adopting cloud.

4

Level and type of cloud environment most in use
and applications typically placed in the cloud.

5

Perception of local cloud service providers.

• A total of 117 responses were received for the
Cloud Computing survey.
• Close to 40 percent work in the IT sector,
with the remainder spread across a range of
industries.
• Twenty five percent are from fairly large companies with over 500 employees, while 17% are from
multinationals with over 10 000 employees.
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BUSINESS CASE FOR
CLOUD
What is the primary business case for
moving into the cloud?
Public
16%

Public
16%

Scalability
2%
Private
34%

Hybrid
29%

Who responded

Very
important

cloud maturity

What cloud model is most used
in your organisation?
The ITWeb/VMware Cloud Computing Survey was
conducted online among ITWeb readers in August
2014. The aim was to gauge:

Not
important
at all

All three
models
20%

Cost
12%
Agility
12%
12%
Improved IT control, visibility
13%
Centralised management
Mobility, mobile device management
15%
Competitive advantage
15%

Company News

telecoms
Tait signs with
Entropia

Load shedding
impacts Telkom
services

Tait Communications has
signed a long-term agreement
with Entropia Digital to provide
a UK-wide digital mobile radio
(DMR) tier-three network,
including terminals and
technical support. "Emcom,
as a result of its long-term
partnership with Tait, also
subscribes to and benefits from
the adaptability and agility
required to provide bespoke
solutions, while deploying open
standard technologies," says
George Spencer, MD of Emcom
Wireless. “Entropias' new DMR
T3 network will be designed
for maximum flexibility to
allow for a broad spectrum of
users and will provide portable
coverage, reducing the cost of
mobile installations. Entropia
clients will benefit from
crystal-clear voice quality of
Tait's 9300 series of mobiles
and portables − some of the
markets toughest, most durable
professional radios.”
www.emcom.co.za

Telkom offers next-gen iPhone
Telkom has announced it will offer the iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus,
which feature 4.7-inch and 5.5-inch retina HD displays, and are
packed with innovative technologies in an all-new thin and seamless
design that is still comfortable to hold and easy to use. Both models
are better in every way and include: the Apple-designed A8 chip
with second-generation 64-bit desktop-class architecture for
blazing fast performance and power efficiency; new 8MP iSight
and FaceTime HD cameras; and ultrafast wireless technologies. The
new iPhones include iOS 8, the biggest release since the App Store,
featuring a simpler, faster and more intuitive user experience, with
new message and photo features, predictive typing for Apple's
QuickType keyboard and Family Sharing. www.telkom.co.za

4C’s iNSight
Big Data Hub
successful set-up

Criminals pose as Telkom technicians
Criminals intent on stealing valuables from homes and offices
are attempting to gain entry into premises by posing as Telkom
technicians. Jacqui O'Sullivan, Telkom's managing executive for
Corporate Communication, says the evolving modus operandi of
the suspected criminals is of great concern. "Telkom would like to
alert customers to be on the lookout for these suspects who claim to
be Telkom technicians. Upon entry, they steal laptops, cellphones,
money and other valuables," cautioned O'Sullivan. She added that
the perpetrators arrive unannounced and claim they need to upgrade
telephone and/or Internet lines. www.telkom.co.za

The 4C iNSight Big Data Hub,
on Oracle's Exadata Database
Machine, was successfully
deployed through leading
mobile operator Vodacom, a
company that boasts in excess
of ten million customers. The
iNSight Big Data Hub analyses
millions of network data events
on a daily basis. Data is extracted
from various sources to support
management information
reporting, customer analytics,
credit analytics, operational
reporting and Business
Intelligence. The iNSight Data
Hub is a primary source of
quality data for customer loyalty
systems and customer value
enhancement initiatives such as
campaign management.
www.4cgroup.co.za
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Telkom updates public
Telkom's turnaround strategy and organisational restructuring is
informed by a number of complex and demanding considerations
key to the successful execution of the process. In April 2014, as
part of the larger Telkom turnaround strategy, the company
began specific discussions with representatives from organised
labour. "This turnaround is a tough journey. These staff reductions
have resulted in high levels of anxiety and we remain committed
to doing all we can to limit the impact of these changes on our
people. We do, however, need to remain focused to deliver on our
collective future success," said Sipho Maseko, Telkom CEO.
www.telkom.co.za
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Telkom services have
been impacted by Eskom's
nationwide load shedding
schedule. Depending on the
duration of load shedding,
Telkom may lose some core
network elements which can
impact customer services.
"The company understands
the great inconvenience
disconnection of its services
brings to its customers and
will therefore be on high alert
during this period, mobilising
all available technicians to
work additional hours," says
Marna Wilden, managing
executive of Telkom's Network
Centre Operations. "Our
business and operations
will also be impacted by
load shedding and we hope
customers will appreciate
that we are doing all we can
to maintain services under
these trying circumstances,"
she adds.
www.telkom.co.za

MTN social media
ahead of the rest
MTN was the only
telecommunications
company to bag a string of
New Generation Awards in
recognition for the exceptional
work performed by its digital
and social media team.
MTN was awarded gold under
the Best Online Newsletter
category, silver for The
Best Blog, bronze status for
Customer Care and Use of
Social Media and another
bronze award for the Most
Innovative Use of Social
Media. MTN remains the
leading mobile operator in
South Africa that has the most
number of Twitter, Facebook,
Mxit, WeChat followers, the
most Facebook likes and the
most YouTube subscribers.
www.mtn.com

Company News

telecoms
Telkom offers
Samsung Note 4
The new Samsung Note 4
smartphone is now available
at Telkom stores countrywide
on the SmartPlan 50,
SmartPlan 100 and Completely
Unlimited deals. The Note 4
is packed with new features.
Movies and games come to
life with the vivid display
of the Super AMOLED Quad
HD screen, and you'll take
brighter, blur-free photos
with smart optical image
stabilising and the ultrawide selfie option. Best of
all, the phone boasts 30%
faster charging. Samsung's
Note 4 is best experienced
with a quality network and
plenty of data. Telkom was
recently voted fixed and
mobile broadband provider
of the year by readers of a
leading online publication,
and provides value-for-money
contracts that ensure you're
always in touch.
www.telkom.co.za

networking
BCX launches Infinity
Business Connexion (BCX) recently launched a hosted voice
network that offers a complete voice experience from one
service provider, delivered over one platform that will enable
one seamless voice experience. Called the Infinity Unified
Voice Solution, it facilitates voice access over any network
and device – including tablets and mobile devices, IP phones,
desktops and web. It’s delivered over a single integrated system
of voice, video, instant messaging, mobility, conferencing
and collaboration. "Infinity provides a simplified, end-to-end
communications solution that will enable business to achieve a
rich, seamless and high-quality collaboration experience," says
Eric McGee, managing executive: Communications at BCX.
www.bcx.co.za

Sonus, BroadSoft:
the solution
Sonus and BroadSoft have
teamed up to deliver a preintegrated, validated solution
to accelerate the delivery
of hosted multimedia and
UC services based on a
powerful, scalable, shared SIP
architecture. The combined
solution delivers a worldclass enterprise SIP trunking
solution based on the Sonus
Session Border Controller (SBC)
5000 series and the industry's
leading SIP communications
and applications server,
BroadSoft's BroadWorks and
UC-One platform. Now, service
providers can quickly and
confidently deliver a robust
suite of hosted multimedia and
UC services to their enterprise
SIP trunking customers from
their own network or the cloud
– in hours rather than in days or
weeks. www.vodcs.co.za

Vinoden Govender, APP

Companies must
invest in ICT
Advanced Projects and People
(APP), a level-one B-BBEE company, recently reviewed the current ICT landscape within South
Africa. APP found that companies need to invest in reliable
and capable ICT infrastructure
to address the challenges of the
future. In line with this, APP has
made a significant investment in
developing its ICT infrastructure
solution delivery capability.www.
advancedprojectsandpeople.co.za

Parsec
commercialise
broadband aimed
at rural areas
In the wake of Parsec's recent
five-year licensing agreement
with the Council for Scientific
and Industrial Research (CSIR)
on wireless mesh technology,
the company is paving the way
for its commercialisation.
The first step was to obtain
type-approval from the
Independent Communications
Authority of South Africa (Icasa)
for the high-performance
node (HPN) at the heart of
high-availability wireless.
This type-approval essentially
established HPN version two.
The commercialisation drive
was partly influenced by the
government's broadbandfor-all initiative, in which the
CSIR's Meraka Institute played a
significant role.
www.parsec.co.za

E-book shows aspects of corporate
networking
Enterprise Networking is
an e-book giving corporate
decision-makers insight into
the drivers behind the steady
growth of high-performance
corporate network systems and
infrastructures over the last 35
years. It also spotlights some of
the latest and most profound
technological developments of
the past 12 months. It was written
with a view to help organisations
reduce operational costs, pinpoint
new business opportunities and
react quickly to retail demands.
It identifies outdated or inept
business methodologies ready for
upgrade or redesign. Enterprise
Networking delves into key
corporate networking issues
such as the acceptance of cloud
computing, the realisation of
network functions virtualisation
and the potential of softwaredefined networking. www.
extremenetworks.co.za

SAPS goes with Emcom
South Africa-based Emcom Wireless has been awarded a three-year
contract for radio network equipment deployment by the South
African Police Service. Emcom will assist SAPS in the co-ordinated
planning and rollout of network elements is order to enhance SAPS
radio communications coverage across South Africa, including
facilitating the provision of dedicated IP services to remote police
stations and border posts. "We’re pleased that our experience and
track record in mission-critical public safety solutions has once again
been recognised by the SAPS, including our dedication to empower
the customer through real-time skills transfer," says Tony Sipho
Sibanda, Emcom's Business Development director.
www.emcom.co.za
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Opinion: POPI

Think you’re ready for POPI?
What companies must do to prepare for the
Protection of Personal Information Act.

Amit Parbhucharan is SA country
manager at Beachhead Solutions.

T

he Protection of Personal Information
Act (POPI), enacted in November 2013
and soon to be implemented, is a farreaching piece of legislation set to affect
the business practices of any company
that keeps or processes the personal data
of any citizen.
In a world where companies that are less
respectful of privacy may collect and sell
user data to third parties, the government
is serious about giving individuals full
control over their own information and
online presence.
Parliament has signalled its intention to
furnish POPI regulators with a sharp set
of teeth: penalties for being found out of
compliance with POPI can include fines
of up to R10 million, and up to 10 years
in jail. To avoid the ire of regulators, as
well as to steer clear of civil legal issues
and reputational risks, companies must
understand how POPI requires them to
handle information, and how to implement
the proper technology solutions to put
themselves in compliance with the law.

What POPI requires
POPI includes a number of stated
requirements, and each must be fulfilled
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in order for a company to remain
in compliance with the law. POPI’s
provisions require companies to
define the purpose for which they
collect an individual’s personal
information, and inform the
individual of what that purpose
is. If a company wishes to process
collected personal information
for a use outside of the original
stated purpose, it is required to
obtain additional consent from the
individual. Individuals may legally
object to having their information
processed, and they have the right to
request access to their information
and to have their information
corrected or removed.
Companies are responsible even
if they transfer the information to another
company for processing on their behalf. An
individual’s collected personal information
must be complete, accurate and kept up
to date.
Companies must have an information
retention and destruction policy in place
in order to fulfil POPI’s requirements of
how information is handled. Personal
information must be destroyed once it has
achieved the original purpose for which it
was collected.
And finally, companies are required
to have specific security measures for
maintaining the confidentiality and
integrity of personal information in their
possession, to regularly monitor and update
such information, and to notify regulators
and affected individuals in the event of any
data breach.

Ready, set, go
Nearly every company out there will
be affected by POPI, and should closely
examine the information they keep to know
where the provisions in POPI may apply
to their business practices. Companies in
industries such as healthcare, insurance
and finance, which can deal with sensitive
personal information as part of their
everyday operations, should take special
care to ensure the information kept is
handled appropriately.

Parliament has
signalled its intention
to furnish POPI
regulators with a
sharp set of teeth.
After a company has taken inventory of
the personal information it has collected,
it should commence with the process of
safeguarding or destroying that data to
keep in compliance with the law. Data that
remains needs to be stored in an encrypted
format to protect it from data breaches.
To be prepared for requests to remove
data, companies should develop or seek out
IT solutions for securely encrypting data
while they hold it – and for eliminating data
quickly and reliably when finished with it
– even across all the various hardware and
devices within the company.
Secure, cloud-based solutions can be
valuable for granting IT administrators
an overview of where data rests within a
company, as well as convenient controls
for ensuring data placed onto new
devices is encrypted and safeguarded as
the law requires.
Remote data access control, device
quarantine, full data wipe and revocation
of authentication are security measures
that complement the safeguards of
encryption. Businesses can rely on these
tools for notification of risks and reporting
mechanisms to demonstrate secure data
practices to auditors and regulators.
The POPI legislation presents a new era of
personal privacy for individuals and a few
challenges for companies that need to adapt
to meet the requirements of compliance.
However, POPI presents businesses with
great opportunities too. Companies that
acquire the right tools to make the transition
smoothly will be positioned to present
themselves as trustworthy and competent
caretakers of personal data.

Opinion: Telematics

Telematics and the world
of tomorrow
Astute marketing companies will be able to measure
customers in real-time.

Jessie Rudd is BI consultant at PBT Group.

I

n a quick and simplified nutshell,
telematics is the use of wireless
devices and ‘black box’ technologies to
transmit data.
A number of car insurance companies
are making use of this technology in the
form of tracking devices – a device fitted
to a vehicle, which can be used to trace the
vehicle in the event of theft. It can also be
used to measure distance travelled, speed,
harsh acceleration and dangerous cornering.
What few people realise, though, is that
every day, most people unwittingly carry
around a similar device. The very first phone
call, made by Alexander Graham Bell, was
made in March 1876. The first cellphone call
was made in April 1973, by Martin Cooper,
an employee of Motorola. The first phone to
be referred to as a ‘smartphone’ was the IBM
Simon Personal Communicator, released to
the American public in 1994 at a cost of $899
on contract.

Simon says
The ‘Simon’ is as far away from the
smartphones of today as it was from the
phone that Alexander Graham Bell used.
Today, every smartphone on the market

comes with built-in telematics.
The ability to track movement and
pinpoint location are just two of the
standard features included.
Discovery Insure recently
launched a competition in which
an app downloaded to users’
phones could track how well
they drove, the distance driven
and whether the phone was used
(moved) during transit. Users were
rewarded with competition entries
based on their scores.
Samsung, in Australia, did
something similar. It launched an
app that rewards and promotes
safe driving. Called the S-Drive, it
is a safe driving programme that
fully understands and uses Samsung’s
strongest connection point to the young:
the smartphone.
Once installed, the app cuts out the
phone’s signal so drivers aren’t distracted
while driving. It also uses the phone’s builtin telematics to track distance and speed in
order to determine how safely the driver is
driving. The more safe kilometres driven,
the better the rewards.
Considered a resounding success, the
S-Drive will now become a factoryinstalled, standard application on all
Samsung phones.
These are just two companies using the
basics. In an always-on, always-connected
world – people are even more connected
than they think.

Boundless potential
The possibilities for a savvy marketing
company are endless and limited only by
the imagination. Directed and targeted
marketing, based on information gathered
in real-time by the telematics of a
smartphone, could very well revolutionise
the world today.
What if I go to Woolworths? The
Woolworths App on my phone, which has
permission to view my location and send me
push notifications, registers that I am either

in, or close to, one of its stores. Being a
Woolworths card holder, my purchases and
preferences are used to form a profile of me.
Using this profile, along with my location,
the app offers me an immediate and tailored
marketing offer, which is only valid for the
duration of my current store visit.
What if I am about to go on a trip, via
taxi? The Discovery Insure App I have on my
phone registers that I am at a long-haul taxi
rank. Being based in South Africa and having
the statistics and background of taxi use at
their fingertips, the likelihood of an accident
is calculated. The app immediately offers me
targeted and affordable death and disability
insurance, available immediately and only
valid for the duration of the current trip.

The ability to track
movement and pinpoint
location are just two of
the standard features
included.
Unlike tracking devices that are fitted to a
car and are effectively limited to measuring
only an inanimate object, the telematics in
a smartphone offers so much more. Most
people are so dependent on their phone, it
literally travels everywhere with them. With
this kind of attachment, clever marketing
companies can measure the person, in realtime, at all times.
The possibilities for the volume of data
that will be created and collated are also
staggering. True, it will probably just add to
the big data explosion and subsequent noise.
However, there is no denying the insight it
could provide will be invaluable.
For the first time, an individual is
measured, tracked, traced and targeted. In
real-time.
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Opinion: Contact centres

Death of the contact centre
In today’s customer service world, the phone-based agent
is becoming redundant.
way beyond the concept of multi-channel.
Non-voice consists of both assisted channels
and unassisted channels, and can be
represented as follows:
web chat: A web chat button on every
website will allow companies to provide
in-channel support and resolve a customer
issue immediately. The cost of a web chat
session could also be a third of that of a
phone call, with chat agents running up to
six simultaneous web chat sessions.

Johan Jacobs is an independent analyst and
executive consultant at Wet Dog Insights.

I

have asked many South African tier one
and two companies’ CFOs whether they
would approve the business case for building
their existing contact centres today. In 87%
of the cases, the answer was: “Heck no.”
Most of the contact centres in this
country fail to live up to their customers’
expectations and have become huge cashswallowing giants offering very little ROI.
Companies need to realise that today’s
under-35 does not want to phone a contact
centre, and the under-20 does not want to
send an e-mail. There is, in fact, very little
place left for a phone-based agent in today’s
customer service world. Voice is dead – long
live non-voice.
The business case for non-voice will:
1. Reduce phone-based servicing costs per
incident;
2. Reach a new generation of customers
where and when they want to be reached;
3. Expand the hours of operation to 24x7,
with little extra resource costs;
4. Expand the geographical reach to
anywhere in the world at any time; and
5. Exploit new technologies that deliver a
great customer experience.
Non-voice goes by a number of different
names, and is often referred to as web
customer service or omni-channel services
or web and mobile care.
Non-voice consists of 10 specific and
distinct channels of interaction, and goes
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Voice is dead – long
live non-voice.
Knowledge management for
self-service (KBS): FAQs are evil and
should have no place on any self-respecting
website. They provide pages of potential
solutions, but never the actual answer.
The solution is a deep, rich, well authored
KBS where customers can ask a question
and receive a single, right answer with a
relevancy of 85% or more.
E-mail response management
(ERMS): On average, the SLA for e-mail
management is 48 hours or more. With
an ERMS, the e-mail can be automatically
opened, the content read with natural
language processing, the KBS searched
for the single, right answer and a response
prepared for an agent to QA and sent. An
ERMS can deliver an SLA of 30 minutes
or less.
Collaborative browsing: e-commerce sites are notorious for abandoned
shopping carts. Using a proactive web en-

gine, a customer on the website can be contacted and a shared screen session opened.
The agent can then assist the customer with
any queries, and in this manner, reduce the
abandoned shopping carts by between 35%
and 45%.
Virtual assistants: These are avatars
that live on the website or mobile phone
and introduce a component of gamification
resulting in increased stickiness. Examples
are SIRI and Watson.
Video knowledge: Record videos on
the process or method of resolving an issue.
These videos can be stored in a KBS and
searched, and provide a much easier way of
communicating a process as opposed to a
lengthy written document.
Social customer service: Social
communities allow customers to support
each other. It is also an excellent place to
monitor what customers are saying about
the company, and to gauge the voice of the
customer.
Mobile customer service: This goes
way beyond developing an app to replicate
an existing website. Using the appropriate
platform, it is also possible to engage a
customer with mobile chat and with mobile
video knowledge in order to reach the
customers in the channel they are in.
Video chat: Although still reserved for
selected use cases, video chat has a huge
potential of reducing customer-facing
agents and centralising expertise.
SMS with multi-modal
communication: The SMS channel is
one of the most under-utilised customer
service channels. Combining the SMS with
embedded URLs and hyperlinks will allow
companies to disseminate information much
easier, and at a hugely reduced cost.

Non-Voice Customer Service
Assisted Services

Un-assisted Services

Web Chat

Knowledge Base for Self Service

Collaborative Browsing

Email Response Management System

Video Chat

Virtual Assistants

Social Customer Service

“How to” Video Customer Service
SMS / Multi-Modal Comms
Mobile Customer Service

Opinion: Internet of things

The IoT-cloud relationship
The Internet of things will rely on cloud computing for
processing power, storage and interconnectedness.
Martin May is regional director at
Extreme Networks.

The confluence of
mobile, cloud and
intelligent devices is
the next big thing in
the IT industry.

T

he Internet of Things (IoT) is an
evolving ecosystem that includes
almost any form of technology capable
of connecting to the internet. It covers a
wide variety of protocols, domains and
applications, and has become a ‘catchall’ phrase to explain the addition of
connectivity and intelligence to devices in
order to give them special functions.
The interconnection of embedded devices
– including ‘smart objects’ that are able to
define their own possible interactions – is
expected to bring about the concept of
automation in nearly all fields of endeavour,
while also enabling advanced applications
such as smart grids, which could play a key
role in SA in future years.

Mass(ive) market
The IoT is predicted to have a following of
more than four billion people, who will be
using around 31 billion devices by 2020,
nearly doubling the amount of connected
technology seen in the marketplace today.
These devices will range from embedded
heart monitoring implants to wearables
capable of measuring calories burned,
glucose levels and blood pressure.
Personal electrocardiogram systems
are now available. Smart beds are
already monitoring sleep patterns, with
hundreds of sensors built into mattresses,
sending the results to apps on the users’
smartphones or tablets.
Increasing numbers of smart devices
will be found in vehicles that will be
equipped with sophisticated sensors
and operational devices, similar to those
that are assisting in the development of
driverless controls today.

Creatures of habit
As processors become smaller, cheaper and
more powerful, they will find their way
into objects not traditionally considered
‘intelligent’. Thus, universal applications
will be created that are connected to lights,
TVs, door locks, air-conditioning, kitchen
appliances and more.

In many cases, these apps will be capable
of learning peoples’ habits, reacting to
what they like, and what they don’t like.
IoT is also expected to generate large
amounts of data from diverse locations
that will need to be aggregated at very
high speeds, thereby increasing the
requirements to better index, store and
process this data.
Given the amount of innovation
associated with the IoT, it will encourage
more start-up companies to mushroom,
each offering a plethora of new devices
and services to increasingly tech-savvy
end-users.
Prominent standardisation bodies,
such as the Internet Engineering Task
Force, the IPSO Alliance and the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute
are developing protocols, systems,
architectures and frameworks to support
these companies and enable the benefits of
the IoT to reach new markets.
This is good news for cloud services
vendors, as start-up companies will be
more likely to embrace the cloud because
of its no-upfront-payment model. What’s
more, software as a service enabled
enterprise-level applications, as offered by
cloud service providers, will allow smaller

businesses to use sophisticated software
to improve the efficiency levels associated
with project management, customer
relations and other administrative tasks.
Just as a symbiotic relationship has
developed between cloud computing and
mobile technologies, driven by the bring
your own device movement, so a similarly
close and binding relationship will develop
between the cloud and the IoT.
The confluence of mobile, cloud and
intelligent devices is the next big thing
in the IT industry. It will present a
significant marketing opportunity for
cloud providers. Just as with mobile, the
IoT can be expected to rely heavily on the
cloud for processing power, storage and
interconnectedness.
Importantly, the functional benefits of
intelligent objects are only the tip of the
iceberg when it comes to the revolutionary
potential of the IoT. With so much data
flowing from potentially millions of
different nodes, the cloud is the only
technology suitable for filtering, analysing,
storing and accessing this information.
Although the cloud may seem to be
a mature technology, this is only the
beginning when it comes to exploiting the
potential of the interface between mobile,
cloud and smart objects with sensors.
Make no mistake; the IoT will present
cloud computing with challenges relating
to security, privacy, hardware and
software compatibility, data mining, data
analysis and many other issues. Those who
are ready with the necessary expertise,
solutions and infrastructure will be best
placed to reap the business rewards of
the IoT and the next phase of the cloud
computing revolution.
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TECHFORUM
EMM is not
CRM

Biometrics
against identity
fraud

Companies reach their
customers through multiple
challenges and various
areas of the organisation,
says Gerald Naidoo, CEO of
Logikal Consulting. Until
now, there has never been
a single system that can
provide a comprehensive
view of these channels and
interactions. Naidoo says
this is where enterprise
marketing management
Gerald Naidoo, Logikal Consulting
(EMM) comes in. "EMM
is not a CRM system, and doesn't pretend to be. It takes all the
disjointed communications and unites them to allow continuous
communication with the customer across all of the businesses'
marketing initiatives." www.logikalconsulting.com

According to a recent study
by credit bureau, Compuscan,
more than R1 billion is lost every
year in SA to identity fraud.
In addition, the South African
Banking Risk Information Centre
estimates that in the first nine
months of 2013, the industry
losses from credit card fraud
amounted to R367 million. The
most worrying aspect about
this is that the numbers are
continuing to increase year-onyear. Stan Khan, MD of Muvoni
Biometrics and Smartcard
Solutions, believes increased
adoption of biometric technology
will bring these numbers down
and "help those in the banking
industry sleep more soundly".
www.mbss.co.za

Load balancing covers all bases
The latest buzz is around software-defined networks (SDN),
which effectively de-couples the network from underlying
hardware and allows the network to better integrate with
and support virtualised
environments. Furthermore,
network functions
virtualisation does precisely
what its name implies
and virtualises network
functions, without the need
for physical proprietary
pieces of hardware. With
an SDN architecture,
companies are able to provide
a flexible framework to
deliver virtualised network
functions, says George Zervos
of Kemp Technologies.
www.kemptechnologies.com
George Zervos, Kemp Technologies

Internet of Things
here to stay
If you have had anything to do
with technology in the past three
months, chances are that you
have come across the Internet
of things (IoT). In effect, this
refers to how every device and
appliance will be connected
to the Internet to significantly
change the way we interact
with the technology around
us. “Within IoT, we are already
seeing several trends taking
shape,” says Jacques de Jager,
information and communication
manager at MobileData.
www.mobile-data.co.za

Agile,
buzzword or
real value?
Agile has become an IT
thing, when in fact it is
supposed to be a cohesive,
holistic company thing.
Business blames IT for being
slow, expensive and never
delivering what business
wants, and IT blames
business for not knowing
what IT wants, not being
clear about IT’s requirements
and ultimate goals. Agile is
supposed to be a philosophy
to bring IT and business
closer together, says Clydie
Cronje, COO at EOH MC
Solutions. It is a philosophy,
with principles, which has to
be implemented through the
entire enterprise.
www.eohmc.co.za

Clydie Cronje, EOH MC Solutions

POPI could dictate change in
process
For many organisations, the introduction of data
privacy and security policies such as those contained
in the Protection of Personal Information Act (POPI)
require a significant change in process, technology and
employee behaviour. Alison Treadaway, MD of customer
communication management specialist, Striata,
says she firmly believes organisations with a strong
company culture are more likely to achieve the required
behavioural changes when a business shifts.
www.striata.com

Jacques de Jager, MobileData
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TECHFORUM
The benefits of
renting an MFD
A multifunction device
(MFD) is an office machine
which incorporates the
functionalities of multiple
devices into one. A typical
MFD offers a combination
of (some or all) printing,
copying, scanning and faxing,
explains Marc Pillay, MD of
Develop South Africa. Renting
is a well-established and
tax efficient form of finance,
which, when structured
correctly, can also enable
cost-effective trade-up access
to the very latest technology
at the right time.
www.develop.co.za

Biometrics for mobile banking
Biometric technology certainly has a bright future in mobile
banking, just not today, says Dr Nick van der Merwe, director of
Technology and Business Development at Muvoni Biometric &
Smartcard Solutions. There has been a rising trend in fingerprint
biometric technology in the latest wave of smartphones. Van der
Merwe believes the mobile biometric arena is not at a transactional
banking level quite yet, as even the latest devices cannot capture
biometrics on the same level as traditional biometric devices – at
least not to the degree where one would feel confident enough to
trust their sensitive financial information. www.mbss.co.za

ERP for mining
The first port of call when it comes to integrating and streamlining
operations in the mining environment is enterprise resource
planning (ERP). Originally designed to be the back-end system that
all employees use and where all business data is held, ERP is evolving
to play a far more nuanced and increasingly integral role in all
business operations. With increasingly advanced functionality being
built into ERP solutions, it is pertinent to remember that mining
operations often exist in remote areas that have relatively poor
infrastructure – especially in Africa. As a result, an ERP solution is
only as useful as it is accessible. www.syspro.com

The shape of things to come

Marc Pillay, Develop

According to the World Packaging Organisation (WPO), the health
of the packaging industry is strongly linked to that of the world
economy as a whole. ERP is a valuable asset for companies that need a
highly detailed and dynamic business process modelling instrument.
It assists them in fully understanding every aspect of their business
– giving the necessary perspective required to know where there
is room for change and improvement. As a result, it is essential for
companies in the packaging industry to choose a software solution
that has the ability to both support and catalyse their evolution.
www.syspro.com

Warren van Wyk, Pay Space

PaySpace
boasts POPI
compliance
After many years of
discussion, the Protection
of Personal Information Act
(POPI) has been signed into
law by the president of SA.
Warren van Wyk, director
of PaySpace, says: "The good
news is, as the operator,
PaySpace complies with
the POPI Act 100% in that
our primary obligation is to
take reasonable technical
and operational steps to
secure our computing
environment.”
www.payspace.co.za

The research and insight you need – delivered your way.

We offer solutions to match your needs. You can consume Gartner resources in a variety
of ways, and combine our offerings to meet the unique demands of your circumstances:

> Read research that applies to your initiatives, your vendors, your technologies – and access actionable insight and advice 24/7.
> Leverage proprietary tools and templates to save time.
> Network with peers to share ideas, avoid common pitfalls and compare notes in an environment where knowledge is king.
> Engage our expert analysts and consultants as active, problem solving partners, whether it’s to answer a quick question or get to the
bottom of an ongoing challenge.
> Measure success with our benchmark analytics, scorecards, maturity models, assessments and diagnostic tools.
> Certain industries have drivers and forces so unique that they demand an industry-specific lens. We can provide you the signature
Gartner breadth and depth in a variety of verticals.
> Attend Gartner events to climb a learning curve quickly and keep your skills sharp.
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Security
BT encourages
better BYOD
policy

BT customers
fend off cyber
security
threats

Mobile security breaches have
affected 58 percent of South
African organisations in the
last 12 months, according
to a new study from BT.
The research explores the
attitudes of IT decision-makers
towards security within their
organisations. It shows that
uptake of bring your own
device (BYOD) and corporately
owned personally-enabled
(COPE) devices is very high,
with 84 percent of South
African organisations allowing
employees to use these devices
for work purposes.
However, only four in ten
organisations actively had a
BYOD policy.
www.btplc.com

BT recently announced
the latest addition to
its BT Assure portfolio,
Assure Threat Defence.
BT has combined
cutting-edge eventmonitoring technology
and professional services
to create Assure Threat
Defence, which helps
customers and security
Mark Hughes, BT
analysts better identify
and react to advanced and sophisticated cyber security threats.
Specifically designed to counteract the growing threat posed
by complex and targeted attacks by cyber criminals, the new
service automatically monitors network traffic and downloads.
www.btplc.com

Exacq adds Z-Series recorders
Exacq Technologies has released an update to its exacqVision Z-Series
line of hybrid and IP camera recorders. These purpose-built network
video recorders feature higher performance, reliability and capacity
at a lower cost for enterprise video surveillance deployments.
The enhanced exacqVision Z-Series recorders offer new robust
options creating a performance-optimised solution for demanding
applications. These recorders continuously record up to 1 200Mbps
of video, offering better performance to record more high definition
and high-resolution cameras. Ideal for large, enterprise installations,
the exacqVision Z-Series delivers up to 1 800 frames per second of
video to Web and mobile clients.
www.exacq.com

Zetes at
Propak Zetes SA

Chris Van der Sande, ATIO

showcased the company's
expertise in the field of
secure identification and
traceability, as well as
warehouse operational
efficiency, at Propak
Cape 2014. According to
Karin Parker, executive
head, Sales & Marketing
for Zetes SA, the ability
to build an innovative
and collaborative supply
chain starts with robust
product identification or
Karin Parker, Zetes
serialisation. Similarly,
efficiency and productivity are key elements to consider in
realising a collaborative supply chain.
www.zetes.co.za

ATIO introduces
voice biometrics
ATIO recently announced
its partnership with voice
biometric authentication
service provider OneVault
to offer innovative voice
biometric solutions to
customers. Says ATIO's CEO,
Chris Van der Sande: "ATIO has
been focused on introducing
innovative solutions into our
overall solution offering and
we believe voice biometrics
has a significant role to play in
this strategy."
www.atio.co.za
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Dallmeier
sup-plies
surveillance
solutions for
cities
Protecting and safeguarding
citizens is an increasing issue
for towns and cities. Many
communities around the world
are already using modern
CCTV/IP video surveillance
solutions from Dallmeier. Their
requirements are varied, but
are always aimed at achieving
an extensive, tailor-made,
all-round solution to meet the
highest quality and security
requirements. With Panomera,
a huge area can be efficiently
monitored from a single
location. The most impressive
aspect of the product is that
it combines the overall view
with simultaneous top detail
resolution: even more distant
objects are displayed with the
same resolution as objects in the
foreground of the picture.
www.dallmeier.com

EISS gets premier
status
Exponant Information Security
Solutions (EISS) recently
announced its premier status,
awarded by Imperva. Imperva
pioneers the third pillar of
enterprise security with a new
layer of protection designed
specifically for physical and
virtual data centres, and is
now EISS’ preferred partner in
South Africa and the company’s
professional services partner for
the MEA region. “This is great
news for us as it underpins the
investment in resources we
have made re: the complete
Imperva product portfolio,”
commented Wolfgang Selzer,
managing director of EISS.
“In addition, it cements the
long relationship we have had
with the company and opens
up many new avenues of cooperation going forward.”
www.exponant.com

Company News

SOFTWARE
DVT,
BluePrintBI
partner

ManageEngine
adds to software

Software and services
specialist DVT has
entered into a strategic
partnership with
BluePrint Business
Intelligence (BI) to extend
its toolset for clients
looking for a holistic,
user-friendly business
process management
(BPM) solution. Developed
Laura Wier, DVT
primarily for medium-tolarge companies in the financial services industry, BluePrintBI
is a business-oriented software toolkit that captures,
documents and regularly interrogates all new and existing
business processes to create an accessible ‘blueprint' for every
level of employee in an organisation. www.dvt.co.za

EMC releases
data centre
solution

Servaas Venter, EMC

The first of five planned EMC
Federation solutions, the new
Federation Software-Defined
Data Center Solution, provides
a completely virtualised data
centre that is fully automated
by software and delivered
as a service. The Federation
Software-Defined Data Center
Solution will accelerate time to
value with a fully engineered,
validated and supported offering.
www.emc.com

Kaseya
Release 8
delivers
Kaseya, the leading
provider of cloud-based
IT management software,
announced the availability
of Release 8 of its product
portfolio. In addition to
delivering innovations
across Kaseya's core
IT, cloud and remote
management solutions,
this product enhancement
Yogesh Gupta, Kaseya
builds on Kaseya's recent
acquisition of Scorpion Software, with additions to the industryleading identity and access management software, AuthAnvil.
www.kaseya.com

ManageEngine recently announced
the addition of real-time change
auditing for Windows Active
Directory in ADAudit Plus, the
company's Windows server
environment auditing and
reporting software. Available
immediately, the new feature
provides administrators with realtime e-mail alerts when critical and
unauthorised changes are made to
AD. Similarly, administrators can
view a real-time live feed of alerts
in the ADAudit Plus console, along
with a thorough analysis of "who
did what, when and from where" in
the solution's 200+ pre-configured
audit reports. Active Directory is
the central data store for sensitive
user data and critical business
information.
www.itrtech.co.za

internet
rAge connection
sees almost 100TB
downloaded
Internet Solutions (IS) provided
a record-breaking 5.2 gigabit
per second internet service to
gamers attending Africa’s largest
consumer gaming and technology
expo, rAge, recently – the fastest
broadband connection as compared
to previous years. “This year,
we have seen record-breaking
speeds and traffic volume in the
IS-sponsored NAG LAN area at
rAge. Traffic downloads reached
99.64TB, with 24.34TB uploaded
over the three days of the expo.
This is equivalent to each gamer
having experienced the equivalent
of a 100Mbps broadband service,”
said Greg Montjoie, executive for
Connectivity at IS. More than
2 100 gamers experienced Africa’s
fastest gigabit broadband service
during rAge. “The big question for
everyone following the event was:
‘what did everyone use close to
100TB of data for?’” asked Montjoie.
www.is.co.za
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Events Calendar
2015
February
Gartner Africa - CIO Forum
2015

SKILLs DEVELOPMENT
By Lwavela Jongilanga

Rethinking future
skills development
The global economy is changing and
companies need to position themselves in
this ever-competitive market.

Date: 17 - 18 February
Venue: Valley Lodge & Spa,
Magaliesberg,
Johannesburg

Future-proof your company
with Alan Hilburg
Date: 18 February
Venue: The Forum, Bryanston
RSVP: Lerato Mathize,
lerato@itweb.co.za

ITWeb Governance,
Risk & Compliance 2015
Date: 24 – 26 February
Venue: The Forum, Bryanston
RSVP: Lerato Mathize,
lerato@itweb.co.za

March
ITWeb Business Intelligence
Summit 2015
Date: 17-19 March
Venue: Vodacom World, Midrand
RSVP: Lerato Mathize,
lerato@itweb.co.za

ITWeb Software
Development Management
Summit 2015
Date: 24 – 26 March
Venue: The Forum, Bryanston
RSVP: Lerato Mathize,
lerato@itweb.co.za

April
ITWeb Digital Economy
Summit 2015
Date: 21 – 22 April
Venue: The Forum, Bryanston
RSVP: Lerato Mathize,
lerato@itweb.co.za

May
ITWeb Security Summit 2015
Date: 26 - 28 May
Venue: Vodacom World, Midrand
RSVP: Lerato Mathize,
lerato@itweb.co.za
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nsophie Strydom,
senior manager of
Integrated Communications Africa
for SAP Africa, spoke at the 2020
Workforce event at Melrose Arch,
Johannesburg recently, and noted
that organisations need to recruit and
retain skills − and they need to start
doing that now.
“As companies transform
themselves, they need to respond
to these profound market changes,
they need to arm themselves with
employees who have the skills and
the motivation necessary to take
these companies into the future.”
These factors are forcing
organisations to rethink the way
they find, retain and engage their
workforce, said Strydom.
Brett Parker, MD: Southern Africa
at SAP Africa, believes the current
need for technology skills (data
analytics, cloud, mobile, social
media) will only grow in future.
However, according to an Oxford
Economics survey, few South African
employees expect to gain proficiency
in most of these areas − 14% expect to be
proficient in cloud in three years, and 35%
expect to be proficient in analytics.
Parker said this means both employees
and businesses stand to benefit from better
training and education opportunities.
According to the study, 42% of South

Building the workforce
of the future is
extremely complex, and
I’m sure building the
workforce right now
is very complex,” said
Ansophie Strydom.
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African employees get ample training on
workplace technology; and 31% get access
to the latest technology. Companies and
workers are unprepared for the growing
need for technology skills.
“Building the workforce of the future is
extremely complex, and I’m sure building
the workforce right now is very complex,”
said Strydom.
The study notes 53% of South African
executives say their companies offer
supplemental training programmes to
develop new skills. But only 30% of
employees say their company provides the
right tools to help them grow and improve
job performance.
Forty-one percent of employees say
their companies encourage continuing
education and training to further career
development.

SKILLs DEVELOPMENT
By Tyson Ngubeni

Mobile platforms shift
learning models
Students are upending the traditional teacherdriven model of teaching.

W

hile not all schools have the
available on mobile platforms and how it
capacity to integrate ICTs into
works, this can go a long way in improving
classrooms, a growing range of mobile
how students use it.”
offerings, including apps and curriculumLooking ahead
supporting websites, is changing the way
De Roche notes SA’s education sector still
students interact with learning material.
has a “huge opportunity” to use mobility
As students start pulling content from
to greater effect, although the likes of
the platforms from almost any location,
Fundza Literacy Trust “have done an
commentators say the learning model
amazing job of encouraging reading with
has prompted significant change in
user-content generation”.
the manner and pace of learning for
The way forward for the technology, adds
individuals.
Bloch, will be in distinguishing “helpful
Moira De Roche, MD of e-learning
information” amid a growing landscape
company Aligned4Learning, says
of mobile learning solutions. “While it’s
increased engagement in mobile platforms
great to have all
amounts to a “shift
the new platforms,
in mindset” in
the question is how
which students
to make sure that
learn by drawing
The
information
age
we
curated content is
content through
live in, and the nature of
useful knowledge. A
interactive
technology. “The
accessing content on mobile lot of the platforms
would have to find
information age
devices, means teachers
ways to align with
we live in, and the
are not sole custodians
the curriculum,”
nature of accessing
he says.
content on mobile
of knowledge.
“With some of
devices, means
the technology
teachers are not
- Moira De Roche
used, you can test
sole custodians of
yourself as you go
knowledge – they
along and go at your own pace, which helps
need to be able to provide context and play
make sure that you understand.”
a facilitating role,” she says.
The high appetite for mobile devices
Game-changers
among young people is crucial to the
Among those who have entered the game
education sector to capitalise on its
to cater for students is Mxit, with its
functionality, according to De Roche.
Ukufunda Virtual School that supports
“If you look at the example of gaming, it
teachers and students in accessing shared
adds the scaffolding and layering aspect
calendar information, learning content as
which is so important in learning. While a
well as testing their subject knowledge to
curriculum goes step-by-step in building
boost subject competency.
learning material, technology can achieve
In a further nod to mobility, the One
that quicker and in a more engaging way.”
Laptop per Child (OLPC) project focuses on
But the true impact of mobile in
tablets as important ICT integration tools.
education will be felt as device prices come
Ben Bredenkamp, project manager for
down and tech-driven learning matures,
OLPC, says mobile-based platforms allow
notes Graeme Bloch, visiting adjunct
for “student-driven” learning. “When the
professor at Wits University. He says the
tools help improve participation in the
role of teachers as facilitators cannot be
learning process, the students gain from
understated in making sure students make
it by taking a more active role with the
the best of available technology. “If the
technology.”
teachers are also familiar with what is
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Top
Jobs
Lead Technology Architect
Halogen Consulting
To manage and execute technology
architecture programs/projects/
activities successfully.
Gauteng
R715,548 - R1,192,579 per annum
Ref No: 247857

Solution Architect
M and D Recruitment
Solution Architect required for
the Telco Industry with five years’
experience for a 12 month contract to
start immediately.
Gauteng
R450 per hour
Ref No: 247930

Business Analyst
Relational Database Consulting
A leading financial institution in
Johannesburg CBD, is looking for an
experienced and suitably qualified
business analyst.
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 247920

Front End Developer
Now Media
We are looking for both permanent
and freelance front-end developers to
help us with various projects
being launched.
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 248016

Please visit www.careerweb.co.za and insert the
unique reference number in the job keyword search box
to view more details and to apply.
CareerWeb has over 200 leading companies posting an
average of 230 fresh ICT jobs weekly – it is the place to
search for your ideal ICT job.

EMAIL: ernie@careerweb.co.za
CALL: 011 807 3294
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iitpsa president’s awards Breakfast: winners
By Admire Moyo

Visser, Ramuthaga win IT
Personality, Visionary CIO
Afrihost’s Gian Visser won the IT Personality of the Year
award, while Tshifhiwa Ramuthaga, CIO of the Financial
Services Board, scooped the Visionary CIO title.

T

he winners of the coveted accolades
were announced at the IITPSA President’s Awards breakfast on 6 November,
with over 400 guests in attendance.
IT Personality of the Year Award –
now in its 36th year – is presented by the
IITPSA (Institute of IT Professionals SA) in
association with ITWeb, Gartner Africa and
the Gordon Institute of Business Science.
It recognises an individual who has made
an exceptional contribution to the South
African IT industry.

to the market – he has been instrumental in
driving more affordable broadband services.
Visser’s win came hot on the heels of
the Competition Tribunal giving the green
light for MTN’s acquisition of a 50% stake
in Afrihost.
“I am also excited because tomorrow,
Afrihost will be opening its new offices and I
am very overwhelmed by all these awesome
things happening in my life at this moment.
All these amazing events feel like they are
being crammed in at one go,” said Visser.
The other four finalists were Ahmed Ismael, director of the Siyafunda Community
Technology Centre; Alison Gillwald, executive director of Research ICT Africa; Bevan
Ducasse, CEO of WiGroup; and JJ Milner,
founder and MD of Global Micro Solutions.

A true visionary

Gian Visser, CEO of Afrihost: IT Personality of the Year 2014

Web-hosting pioneer
Visser attributed his success to the other
co-directors at Afrihost. “This is for the
whole team,” he said on accepting the IT
Personality trophy.
The judges said Visser’s entrepreneurial
spirit, energy and enthusiasm sustained the
team that built Afrihost from a three-man
operation into a high-profile broadband
service provider. They were also impressed
by Visser’s ability to bring disruptive change

These sponsors have
made it possible:

The IITPSA President’s Awards event,
run in partnership with ITWeb, promotes excellence and visionary leadership in the ICT industry. A portion of
the event’s proceeds went to Qhubeka,
a charity that helps people progress
by giving bicycles in return for work
done to improve communities, the
environment or academic results.
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The winner of the Visionary CIO award
is Financial Services Board (FSB) CIO
Tshifhiwa Ramuthaga. According to
the judges, she “manages to bridge the
regulatory and business world, and has
transformed the way the FSB delivers
its regulatory business by introducing a
customer-centric approach”.
Her ability to influence executives as
to the value technology can bring to their
business and clients, turning around IT from
a support organisation to a business partner,
also impressed the judges. She is “willing
to ‘break down’ what does not work before
starting to rebuild. The ICT environment in
her charge is a crucial enabler to the FSB’s

Event sponsor: Telkom Business
Gold sponsor: Cloud on Demand
Registration sponsor: Ricoh

|
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2015
2014

Table sponsors:
Advanced Projects and
People
Afrihost
AON South Africa
Blue Turtle Technologies
Business Connexion
Entelect Software
Eskom SOC Limited

Tshifhiwa Ramuthaga, CIO of FSB: Visionary CIO 2014

vision to promote and maintain a sound
financial investment environment in South
Africa”, the judges’ citation said.
On accepting the award, Ramuthaga said:
“I want to thank the IITPSA for this award.
It’s a humbling experience for me to get
this award. I also want to thank my former
bosses at Standard Bank and Telkom, who
are here.”
She also thanked the business and her
team: “I’m a tough CIO who expects more
from my people and from business. I’m a
transformational leader and my vision was
to recharge business strategy, and my vision
was embraced by the company.”
Other top finalists were Woolworths CIO
Danny Naidoo; group CIO of Tiger Brands,
Darryl Thwaits; Lion of Africa CIO Robert
Boccia; and Aon South Africa CIO Sandra
Hutchison. The judges highlighted the fact
the five finalists “all share a belief in the
power of the CIO to drive strategic changes
– not only to support business growth, but
also to innovate and transform business”.

Gartner Africa
Global Micro Solutions
HP Software
ITC InfoTech
Lion of Africa Insurance
Company
MTN
Nihilent Technologies
Raizcorp

Sage ERP Africa
SAP
Siyafunda Community
Technology Centre
Strategic Dimensions
Syspro
Tiger Consumer Brands
Wits University
Woolworths
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Hardware
Plantronics releases new headsets
Plantronics announced a new family of contact centre headset
solutions designed for the future and built-on experience. The
Plantronics EncorePro 500 Series is an all-new generation of
headsets for customer service centres and offices that deliver
greater comfort for all-day wearing, superior noise-cancelling
for clearer calls, and increased reliability to help manage costs. In
addition, the company announced its next-generation DA Series
USB digital audio processors for Plantronics headsets that deliver
a more complete audio experience by providing context for every
call. With these new Plantronics customer service solutions,
organisations improve metrics, attract and retain customer
service representatives and create a better customer experience.
www.plantronics.com

Complete flexibility means high
performance
The all-new Plantronics EncorePro 540 is a quantum leap in
convertible headset design. It’s a three-in-one headset without
compromise – all of the wearing styles are designed with quality and
comfort in mind, in a system that is simple to convert but delivers a
secure, positive fit and finish. The EncorePro 540 shares the advances
of the other members of the new family, with high-quality audio,
a flexible mic with visual positioning guides, soft ear cushions, and
durable yet lightweight materials for all-day wearing. Find out more
about Plantronics EncorePro 540. www.plantronics.com

White papers
Intro to UC
Unified communications (UC) is playing an increasingly valued role
in enterprise communications, as it serves to transform disparate
(silo) communication systems into a common interface that makes it
quicker and easier to communicate. Because UC is designed to support
a single communications platform, it breaks down geographical,
communication mode, device, and user-accessibility barriers, thus
enabling people to be reached easily anywhere, any time. While there is
a common understanding of the increasing role that UC is playing across
enterprises in various sectors, the solution can also present challenges if
not implemented properly. Therefore, it is essential that proper guidance
is sought and followed in order for enterprises to realise maximum
benefits from what the UC solution has to offer. www.telkom.co.za

The best platform for apps
Since 2009, MicroStrategy has heavily invested in mobile platform
technology to empower customers to take advantage of what the
company and founder Michael Saylor saw as the “mobile wave”. As a
result of that foresight, the MicroStrategy Mobile product is currently
considered one of the leading solutions for mobile applications. The
MicroStrategy Mobile product is particularly powerful and flexible.
It extends into solutions well beyond “BI on a mobile device”. The
MicroStrategy Mobile Platform brings to life analytics, transactions,
workflows, and multimedia in platform-built custom apps for tablets
and smartphones. www.microstrategy.com

Business
resilience is
critical
Organisations today
are presented with an
ever-growing number of
challenges, compounded by
the speed of technological
change and evolution, all
of which act together to
increase business risk,
says Shailendra Singh,
Wipro’s business director,
Africa region. In such an
unpredictable environment,
the ability to weather
market and technological
and financial stress is critical
to sustainability. Reactive
corporate disaster recovery is
no longer sufficient. Resilient
systems and processes that
keep businesses running as
usual during any crisis are the
key to retaining competitive
advantage. www.wipro.com
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Johan Lamberts, Ascent Technology

Ascent named
Microsoft
Data Platform
Partner
Ascent Technology continues
its strong showing in the
Microsoft Partner of the Year
Awards, having won the 2014
Data Platform Partner of the
Year Award. “We are proud
to be recognised by Microsoft
as one of the leaders in the
country in the data platform
space,” says Ascent Technology
MD Johan Lamberts. Ascent
has won the award in 2011,
2012, 2013 and 2014.
www.ascent.co.za

Partnership
improves cloud
services

Resourcing
model with a
difference

On the back of its partnership
with cloud distributor Cloud
On Demand, local cloud
service provider Alto Africa
has dramatically increased the
speed and delivery of its shrinkwrapped cloud solutions to
customers. “Alto Africa is a
perfect example of a company
that is making the cloud work
for its customers, helping them
Jonathan Kropf, Cloud On Demand
move from a traditional Capex
to a more attractive consumption-based OPEX model in the cloud,”
says Jonathan Kropf, CEO at Cloud On Demand. “We’re looking
forward to seeing just how the company evolves into the future.”
www.cloudondemand.co.za

Local project, programme
and portfolio management
company, TPG Africa, has
introduced a totally new
value-added resourcing
module for business and
project environments. TPG
Africa CEO, Pieter Meyer, says
there is a huge demand for
subject matter experts in SA.
"We are highly recognised for
our ability to source subject
matter experts, general skills
and support staff in these
specialised sectors."
www.theprojectgroup.com

Deltalink to distribute NXPowerLite
Deltalink Consulting recently announced an agreement with British
software firm Neuxpower Solutions to distribute Neuxpower's
NXPowerLite file optimisation software through its network
of resellers in South Africa. NXPowerLite optimises Microsoft
Powerpoint, Word and Excel files, as well as JPEG images and PDF
files. Optimised files, reduced by up to 98 percent of their original
size, remain in their original format and retain all their functionality,
so they can be opened and edited by anyone. "At the rate at which
enterprise information grows, it makes a lot of business sense to
optimise the size of commonly used files," says Harrie Terblanche,
senior managing member at Deltalink Consulting.
www.deltalink.co.za

Pieter Meyer, TPG

Computing
NetApp builds
hybrid cloud
foundation

Zensar literacy centre
opens in Pune

At NetApp Insight North
America 2014, NetApp
(NASDAQ: NTAP) announced
new software, services, and
partnerships that simplify data
management across clouds.
The announcement included
a powerful new version of the
NetApp clustered Data ONTAP
operating system, Cloud
ONTAP, OnCommand Cloud
Manager and NetApp Private
George Kurian, NetApp
Storage for Cloud. “Hybrid
clouds will be the backbone of IT today and tomorrow,” said
George Kurian, executive VP of Product Operations at NetApp.
www.netapp.com
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Zensar Foundation announced the launch of the
first National Digital Literacy Mission (NDLM)
Centre in Pune. This centre has been set up in the
Annabhau Sathe Samaj Mandir in the Yamuna Nagar
slum community, located in Viman Nagar. The
centre has been set up in partnership with the Pune
Municipal Corporation and NASSCOM Foundation.
Dr Ganesh Natarajan, CEO and vice-chairman of
Zensar Technologies, and chairman of the NASSCOM
Foundation, said: “We are delighted to announce the
inauguration of the NDLM Centre in Pune as a followup to our successful Hyderabad Centre. This initiative
reinforces our support to the prime minister’s
mission of a digitally literate India, which is aimed at
empowering at least one person per household with
digital literacy by 2020.”
www.zensar.com

We know your biggest
feaRs in your business are:
· Losing prime talent to competitors
· Lawyers + disciplinary hearings
· SARS fining you thousands of rands

Unlock the solution to all your HR problems

w w w . h r p u l s e . c o . z a

If you’re in the IT channel, you’re probably used to the fact that IT has its own
language, and we’re not talking Cobol here.
For you, the words ‘mouse’, ‘tablets’ and ‘cloud’ have different
meanings than for most of the population. In your
world, a ‘security consultant’ is someone
who understands firewalls, not a
doorman at Teazers. And a ‘vendor’
isn’t someone who’s trying to sell
you sunglasses at the robot.
Whether you work at a vendor,
distributor, systems integrator,
value-added reseller, managed
services provider, technology
consultancy or run a computer shop,
you need to know what’s going on in the
fast-paced ICT world.
Written exclusively for the South African channel
with an independent focus, The Margin is designed
to provide you with insight into technology trends,
sales opportunities, tips on how to grow your
business and ultimately provide you with the
information you need to improve your margins.
If you want a fresh voice and different conversation
about what’s happening in the channel, The Margin speaks your
language.

To subscribe to receive The Margin magazine in
print for free, visit www.themargin.co.za today.
You can also download digital versions (PDF, or
for iPad and Android).
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